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activities”. I cannot find any information that is more
recent concerning gatherings. If the mandate changes and
Hello friends, I’m not sure where we can gather in any number, I will communicate this as
to start this month. COVID-19 soon as I know.
has changed all our lives. And Because of COVID-19 and air quality issues, our jam will
now, the fires are wreaking their again be virtual. It’s not the same as in-person, but we
havoc on our entire Bay Area. can connect and check in with each other. Join us
My heart goes out to those September 6th from 1:00 - 4:00; first hour is the Slow
experiencing losses and I pray Jam.
for your strength to fight through
this. Thank goodness for the https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86361048416?pwd=amJNalB
firefighters who persevere to CL2x6Z0laUjBpYlRrTjNiQT09
save all they can.
Meeting ID: 863 6104 8416

President’s Note

Bob Palasek commented, “There
is a John Hartford song whose title keeps coming back to
me, I'm Still Here. But our [Bob’s] family's circumstance
is not so dire.” I have reached out to check on as many
people as I can think of who may be affected. Please let
us at SCVFA know if there is any way in which we can
help those in need.

Passcode: Fiddle
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,86361048416#,,,,,,0#,,802912# US (San
Jose)

SCVFA continues to have modest expenses. Donations
in lieu of membership would be greatly appreciated and
Good News! The free Celebrity Series Workshop and can now be easily made with PayPal to treasurer [at]
jam is a new SCVFA sponsored event to support our fiddlers.org.
traditional musicians as well as to keep our members
engaged while in-person jams are on hold. Suzy Everybody, stay safe. I wish you and your family good
Thompson will lead the first in the series this Sunday, health. Thanks for your SCVFA membership and support
August 30th starting at 3:00 PM. Join us online, learn of traditional music.
some music, see your friends, and jam along with Suzy
--Susan President [at] fiddlers.org
and Eric Thompson.
More awesome news! The new SCVFA website is
ready. By the time you read this, www.fiddlers.org will
have a new look. Bev and Steve Tracey have put in
countless hours to create this site. I have spent much
time reviewing and editing content. Pete Showman
supported the old site by himself for many years and has
provided valuable feedback to help us strive for
perfection. My husband Matt has spent the weekend
testing the site prior to launch.
And testing will
continue. The new site has the capabilities of supporting
direct contributions from multiple authors, so
maintenance is no longer a one-person job.
As of August 11th, the “State Health Officer has
generally prohibited gatherings of all kinds statewide,
with limited exceptions for worship services, cultural
ceremonies like weddings and funerals, and protest
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The Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association is a non-profit membersupported organization.
Donations to SCVFA are greatly appreciated and will assist in keeping
traditional music alive by passing it on to the next generation.
Many local corporations offer matched donations for nonprofits. Check with your employer... they may offer this benefit.
You can easily add SCVFA as a 501(c)(3) organization;
our EIN is 51-0196154
Donate as you are able
and traditional music will reap the benefits.
--------------SCVFA wants musicians to know that we are “not
just for fiddlers”. The image to the right side of
the Fiddler’s Rag name on page 1 includes a
mandolin, a banjo, a guitar and a fiddle, to
illustrate the diversity of instruments played at our
jams and events.

Quote of the Month
“OK, here is a tune I could improvise to”
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SCVFA Happenings
New Virtual Celebrity Workshop & Jam Series
Sponsored by SCVFA
Suzy Thompson
Fiddle Workshop & Jam

Harry Liedstrand
Fiddle Workshop & Jam

Suzy and Eric Thompson

Harry and Cindy Liedstrand

Date: Sunday August 30th
Time: 3:00-4:30
Location: this is a free Zoom online workshop and
jam event.
Join Zoom Meeting, link.
Meeting ID: 886 0799 7806 - Passcode: Fiddle
Eric Thompson will provide guitar backup for the jam.

!
!
!

Date: Sunday September 20th
Time: 3:00-4:30
Location: this is a free Zoom online workshop and
jam event.
! Join Zoom Meeting, link
Meeting ID: 871 9848 4485 - Passcode: Fiddle
Cindy Liedstrand will provide guitar backup for the
jam.

Suzy is not only one of our favorite local fiddlers, she is
one of the rare musicians today who has mastered
multiple styles of Southern fiddling, from pre-war
acoustic blues to Cajun and Creole to old-time fiddle—
especially the kind that has a ragtime or blues feel.
She’ll be bringing some of these tunes to the workshop
and jam, so get ready for a afternoon of excellent
acoustic music!

Harry Liedstrand is an accomplished fiddler and
acoustic musician whose performances of American and
Celtic traditional music are inspired and energetic. Able
to swing gracefully between Appalachian, New
England, Irish, and California styles with technical skill,
Harry infuses each concert with radiant qualities that are
positive and uplifting.

To avoid any distracting background and latency issues,
all attendees will be muted. A Chat will be available so
you can ask questions, make requests, and interact with
Suzy and the rest of the workshop and jam attendees.

To avoid any distracting background and latency issues,
all attendees will be muted. A Chat will be available so
you can ask questions, make requests, and interact with
Harry and the rest of the workshop and jam attendees.

The Tip Jar — Supporting Independent Musicians
Instead of paying SCVFA for this amazing event, please
leave a generous Tip as you are able —100% will go
directly to the musicians. Thanks for supporting our
local musicians.
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Safe Jam Contest
Hoot N Holler 3rd Place Winner!
Pete Wernick, a.k.a. Dr. Banjo, bluegrass musician and educator (Wernick method at letspick.org),
sponsored a Safe Jam video competition to encourage a return to safely jamming during COVID-19.
Round #1 of the safe jam contest was held mid-August and entries were judged on a combination of
safety (distanced outside or distanced inside with masks), music quality (if it sounds good it must be
good), video quality (clear and steady video, good sound quality, can hear the soloists) and entertainment
value (humor/attire/attitude).
The SCVFA is very proud of Hoot N Holler, featuring Autumn (Banjo), David (Guitar), Todd (Fiddle) and
Mary (Mandolin), who placed third in the contest! Contestant’s video posted here.
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Improvisation
by Pete Hicks
Improvisation is a bit like
taking alternate routes to the
same destination. If the
melody were the main
highway,
improvising
would be when you take
side roads and short cuts that
get you there at the same
time.
One encounters
pleasures, obstacles and
hazards along the way, but generally we return to the main
road.
In Commedia dell’Arte, the classic Italian
improvisational theater, actors have a scenario, but invent
the dialogue based upon their characters and what the
other actors do. Many standard gags are memorized, but
always subject to change, at the whim of the performer.
The others are forced to react. Improvisation in music
seems to work in a similar manner. It requires the
musician to be constantly aware and “in the moment.”
Different kinds of music have varying levels of
improvisation.
Arranged music has little or no
improvisation. Bluegrass, Blues, and Western Swing use
improvisation in varying degrees.
The more prepared the improviser, the better.
Tools
Let’s assume we all know the major and minor scales and
chords, and move to arpeggios. These are actually chords,
played a note at a time. In C, the C arpeggio plays the
notes C, E, G, and C. Over the F chord, the notes are F,
A, C and F. Over G, the notes are G, B, D and G. Adding
the flatted 7th (B flat in C) makes a 7th arpeggio. The 7th
of F is E flat, the 7th of G is F.
Over the F-sharp diminished chord, the arpeggio would be
F sharp: A, C and E flat. (This chord is common to swing
progressions in C.) Arpeggios are wonderful for
improvisation. You can use them in countless ways,
playing them backwards and forwards, ascending or
descending. The diminished arpeggio works over the
diminished chord, or can be used in passing, as in the
common turnaround – C, C# dim, Dm7, G7.
Another useful tool for the improviser is knowing the
chord scale. If you play the C scale with chords, you get
C, Dm, Em, F, G, Am, Bm7 flat 5, C. (The Bm7-5 can
also be B dim or G7.) Play the chords, then play them as
arpeggios. You should find lots of ideas here.
It is also wise to have a collection of sure-fire licks that
you can rely upon. In swing, there are many standard horn
licks you can borrow and twist to your own wicked ends.
Now let’s look at what’s happening inside the head when
we improvise. I will try to describe what happens with
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me. Some moments before my solo, I decide on the
opening phrase. It is often the first line of the melody. I
want it to sound relevant and “on purpose.” I try to think
ahead to the next chord change and decide where I want to
be when it happens. As I approach the end of the solo, I
want to make sure I wrap it up in way that fits with the
band and sounds appropriate. I may get far from the
melody, but I always keep it in the back of my mind. That
way, the improvisation is grounded. The melody is always
there to come home to in case I get myself into trouble.
Sometimes I base an entire solo on one stolen lick. You
just move it to fit the chord change.
Improvisation can be very simple or complex. Beginners
can do it just fine with the simple major scale, or the blues
scale. If you are new to improvising, leave your music in
the closet, and go out into the woods and just entertain
yourself for a couple of hours. Play anything you
remember and make up the rest.

This column (Hicks #09) was first run in the May 2008
Fiddler’s Rag.
Pete performs with Bean Creek, a smooth, solid traditional
bluegrass band. With his rough-hewn fiddle strokes,
honky-tonk voice and edgy mandolin he conjures up a
great old time spirit.
The tune for September on page 7, You Are My Sunshine,
lends itself to improvising. Pete Showman commented:
“OK, here is a tune I could improvise to. I tend to do
“light” improvisations, mixing melody with non-melody
runs. Helps me keep the melody in mind, otherwise I tend
to run amok, wandering away from the backup chords!”.
Thanks to Pete Showman for providing MIDI files for the
tune:
The first MIDI link below is the same as the transcription
-- melody + chords.
The second MIDI starts the same way, but then adds an
improvisation example the second time through the tune,
and finally has only the chords so you can play along, the
third time.
www.fiddlers.org/tunes_files/YouAreMySunshine.mid
www.fiddlers.org/tunes_files/YouAreMySunshine_forIm
prov.mid (If typing in the URLs, use underscores '_'
between "tunes" and "files", and before "forImprov".)
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